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Abstract

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is considered to be vulnerable to some typical security risks
due to its lack of schemes to verify the received BGP messages. To address BGP security issues,
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) proposed RPKI to verify the route origination contained in
the BGP message. Currently, the standardization of basic RPKI protocol have been finished. Some
organizations have deployed RPKI services and some are under the process for that. However, RPKI
faces additional threats during the actual deployment especially the malfunctioning of the Certifi-
cation Authority (CA) when it issues certificates bound to the resources. We analyze the threats to
RPKI from the perspective of its large-scale deployment and then focus on the CA operation with
empirical tests. We propose a comprehensive CA-Safeguard scheme in order to support the secure
and scalable deployment of RPKI in the near future1.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the current Internet, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [28] is widely used for exchanging of
route information between Autonomous Systems (AS). However, BGP routers silently trust all the re-
ceived BGP messages from the peer nodes and makes no verification about the route origination. In
reality, the route information can be easily tampered or mis-configured. This always happen in today’s
Internet and known as BGP hijacking or prefix hijacking[34][33]. Over the recent years, some typical
BGP hijacking incidents include: in February 2008 when YouTube traffic was blocked by Pakistan In-
ternet Service Provider (ISP), in April 2010 when more than 37,000 IP prefixes were hijacked by China
Telecom, in February 2014 when Canadian ISP redirected Internet traffic, and in November 2015 when
some prefixes were hijacked by Bharti Airtel. Prefix hijacking is a serious security threat on Internet and
it may cause block-hole routes, traffic interception and Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks in the Internet[7].

To efficiently handle prefix hijacking, Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) was proposed by
community. The core of the RPKI architecture constitutes the trustful hierarchy of IP address and AS
number allocations; and the distributed databases to store and disseminate the digital objects. Based on
the standardization of RPKI in Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the five Regional Internet Reg-
istries (RIRs) and many organizations have started the deployment of RPKI locally or globally. However,
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RPKI introduced many new entities and a lot of security-related data. Several challenges still need to be
addressed and these include: how to produce, synchronize and use the security-related data generated by
the various new entities introduced by RPKI in a safe and scalable way for large-scale deployments of
RPKI in the near future.

Based on our previous work [22], we in this paper comprehensively present the potential threats
associated with RPKI deployment and discuss possible solutions to counter these threats in this paper.
Then we focus on the risks of the Certification Authority (CA, a key entity in RPKI) function. Based on
the results obtained from empirical tests of different scenarios, we propose the CA-Safeguard scheme to
secure the CA function.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the architecture of RPKI. Next, we
analyze the major deployment threats of RPKI and perform some experiments about CA security threats.
After identifying and evaluating the CA security threats, we propose the CA-Safeguard scheme solution
to mitigate these threats. We make some concluding remarks in the last section.

2 BACKGROUND

CAs in RPKI establish the hierarchical structure which is aligned to the numerical resource (includ-
ing IP addresses and Autonomous System (AS) numbers) allocation relationship [14]. Each allocated
resource will be tied to a digital certificate to verify its origin property. Within the multiple certificates,
the most important ones are CA certificate and End-Entity (EE) certificate: CA certificate can be used
to support attestation of resource holdings and EE certificate can be used to validate the Route Origin
Authorization (ROA) [21] using for verifying whether an AS is the origin of a route to a specific IP prefix
[5].

Figure 1: Verifying the route origin using RPKI

The operation of RPKI for verifying the route origin is shown in Figure 1.

• CAs publish authoritative objects (including resource certificates, ROAs and so on) into their
repositories [16].

• Relying Parties2 (RPs) collect and verify the RPKI digital objects from the repositories and store
the trustful results in their local caches [27] [32].

2Relying Parties make use of signed objects from RPKI and also validate these objects.
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• BGP routers use RP’s verified results to check the route origin information contained in the re-
ceived BGP message.

IETF launched the standardization of RPKI protocols and until now a series of standards have been
published [12] [10] [30] [19] [25]. And the deployment of RPKI also started from Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority (IANA), to five RIRs and to some countries (Ecuador, Japan, China, Bangladesh,
etc.). But the adoption rate of RPKI still very low and the global deployment of global RPKI service is
still in the early stage [1] [4].

3 DEPLOYMENT THREATS OF RPKI

Based on the comprehensive management of the RPKI data, we classify the RPKI threats into three
categories:

3.1 Data production

In RPKI, by revoking the CA certificate, the related resource can be revoked and this operation may
be caused by the unintended or malicious operations of the CA [20]. This will cause the resource holder
offline [23]. In this sense, some mechanism is needed in order to prevent the unilateral revocation [11].
Besides, the signing of the digital objects may contain mistake and this can also make some resource
unavailable [13].

3.2 Data synchronization

At the beginning, rsync [3] was used to synchronize the date from repositories to the RP [20]. But
due to the shortcomings of rsync on security, efficiency and scalability [26] [2] [9], some other schemes
have been proposed [31]. Currently, IETF has standardized the RPKI Repository Delta Protocol (RRDP)
[29] to be used in stead of rsync.

3.3 Data usage

RPKI could address the problem of BGP origin validation, but it cannot protect against the path
hijacking. BGPsec for the BGP path validation can do this function by signing in every step of BGP
Update forwarding [25].

4 TESTS OF CA MISCONFIGURATIONS

The CA performs the most important function of RPKI and is the source of RPKI data. In this
section, the scenarios and potential risks of CA operation are evaluated empirically. As described in [20],
the resource holder may reallocate portions of pool of resources to the sub-nodes. But some unexpected
scenarios can be caused by the misconfigurations or malicious operations of the CA as described below
(all scenarios of resource allocation described in this paper apply to both IP addresses and AS numbers,
and for simplicity, we only describe these scenarios with AS Number (ASN) allocation as an example).

4.1 Unauthorized resource assignment

In this scenario, a CA allocates ASNs which do not belong to it, so the sub-node cannot use those
ASNs in reality. But the assignment can be conducted in RPKI. This scenario may be caused by the
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misconfigurations of the CA or because of its malicious operations. Additionally, this scenario can be
divided into two kinds of sub-scenarios: completely unauthorized assignment and partially unauthorized
assignment.

(1) Completely unauthorized assignment: the resources to be allocated to subordinate node are
without the ownership of the CA.

Figure 2: Scenario of a completely unauthorized assignment

The test scenario is shown in Figure 2. APNIC allocates ASNs 7007-7010 to the Japan Network In-
formation Center (JPNIC). But APNIC does not own these ASNs completely. We simulated this process
of completely unauthorized assignment on our testbed with the software of RPKI.NET which is the most
common software used for the RPKI experiment and deployment. The results are illustrated in Figure
3 and Figure 4. For APNIC, it has allocated the unauthorized resources to JPNIC successfully, but for

Figure 3: Result of parent node in the completely unauthorized assignment

JPNIC it did not receive the requested resources.
(2) Partially unauthorized assignment: the resources to be allocated to subordinate node are partially

owned by CA.
The test scenario is shown in Figure 5. APNIC allocates ASNs 9700-9818 to JPNIC. But APNIC

only takes the ownership of ASNs 9801-9818, the remaining ones (ASNs 9700-9800) do not belong to
APNIC. We simulated this process and the results are illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7. For APNIC, it
has allocated the partially unauthorized ASNs to JPNIC successfully, but for JPNIC it only received the
legal part (ASNs 9801-9818) without the illegal part (ASNs 9700-9800).
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Figure 4: Result of child nodes in the completely unauthorized assignment

Figure 5: Scenario of partially unauthorized assignment

The above two scenarios (completely unauthorized assignment and partially unauthorized assign-
ment) show that although the upper-layer CA (APNIC) can execute the allocation commands success-
fully whereas the lower-layer CAs (CNNIC and JPNIC) will not keep and own these resources in prac-
tice. Consequently, this would cause the lower-layer CAs (CNNIC and JPNIC) to be unable to use these
resources. The main reason is because there is no mechanism to detect and prevent the upper-layer
CA (APNIC) from allocating (accidentally or deliberately) unauthorized resources to its subordinates
(CNNIC and JPNIC).

Figure 6: Result of parent node in the partially unauthorized assignment
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Figure 7: Result of child nodes in the partially unauthorized assignment

4.2 Resource re-assignment

In this scenario, a CA reassigns the resources which have been previously assigned to one sub-node
to another sub-node. According to the resources re-assigned to different sub-nodes, this scenario could
be divided into three types:

(1) Matching: the block of resources reassigned are the same as the resources which have been
assigned to the other sub-node.

As shown in Figure 8, in the Matching situation, the ASNs to be allocated to JPNIC (ASNs 132178-
132189) are identical to those allocated to CNNIC (ASNs 132178-132189).

Figure 8: Scenario of matching case in resource reassignment

The test results (as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10) show that both CNNIC and JPNIC can receive
these ASNs.
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Figure 9: Result of the parent node in the matching case for the resource re-assignment

Figure 10: Result of child nodes in the matching case for the resource re-assignment

(2) Subset: the block of resources reassigned is the subset of the block of resources already assigned
to the other sub-node.

As shown in Figure 11, in the Subset situation, the ASNs to be allocated to JPNIC (ASNs 132178-
132180) are the subset of those allocated to CNNIC (ASNs 132178-132189).

Figure 11: Scenario of subset case for the resource re-assignment
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The test results (as illustrated in Figure 12 and Figure 13) show that both CNNIC and JPNIC can
receive these ASNs.

Figure 12: Result of the parent node in the subset case for the resource re-assignment scenario

Figure 13: Result of child nodes in the subset case for the resource re-assignment scenario

(3) Intersection: the block of resources reassigned has overlaps with the block of resources which
have been assigned to others.

As shown in Figure 14, in the Intersection case, the ASNs to be allocated to JPNIC (ASNs 132180-
132190) and those allocated to CNNIC (ASNs 132177-132185) overlap. The test results (as illustrated
in Figure 15 and Figure 16) show that both CNNIC and JPNIC can receive these ASNs.

5 PROPOSED SAFEGUARD SCHEME FOR CA FUNCTION

To avoid the risks of unilateral resource revocation, Heilman et al. proposed a scheme [13] to balance
the powers among the CAs in RPKI hierarchy. And S. Kent et al. also proposed the so-called ”Sus-
penders” [18] to address the adverse effects on INR holders which were caused by CAs’ mis-operation
or malicious behavior.

These solutions are effective to regulate the CA operation but induce additional burden on RP to
collect additional data. As illustrated above, RP can be used to verify the data produced by the CAs at
each level. In this case, is it possible to avoid or discover the malfunctioning of the CA in practice? If
so, an RP tool can be deployed to verify the RPKI data before it is finally published into the repository.
We conducted the following experiment to check this assumption. We also used the above mentioned
testbed, for the APNIC node, the location of its repository is:

/usr/share/rpki/publication/iana/apnic
And the location to store the verified data by RP is:
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Figure 14: Scenario of intersection case for the resource re-assignment

Figure 15: Result of parent node in the intersection case for the resource re-assignment scenario

Figure 16: Result of child nodes in the intersection case for the resource re-assignment scenario
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/var/rcynic/data/authenticated/localhost/rpki/iana/apnic Since only the data that successfully passes
the verification by RP could be stored in the /var/rcynic/data/authenticated/ directory, we can conclude
if all the data produced by APNIC is correct by comparing the data stored in the above two directories.

Figure 17: The result of RP verification

As shown in Figure 17, unauthorized resource assignment and resource reassignment cannot be de-
tected based on the current RP function. This means that we need to improve the RP function or propose
some novel solution. In this context, S. Kent et al. proposed a mechanism based on hysteresis operation
and a confirmation scheme that should be adopted by RPs to discover the CA’s malfunction [17]. But
this mechanism is a post-processing solution that aims to detect the malfunctioning of the CA based on
the verification scheme of RP. This approach suffers from the following shortcomings:

• It is difficult to determine the time limit needed for the hysteresis and confirmation mechanism:
the delay time should be set long enough to guarantee that the affected CA could recover from
malfunctions or malicious attacks but it should also be short enough to avoid unnecessary delays
in the processing of valid data.

• The CA needs to guarantee that the confirmation scheme is independent and secure enough which
makes the CA more complex and increases its load.

Based on the above experiments and the considerations, we propose the ”pre-processing” scheme, to
avoid malfunctions before the certificates are wrongly produced or revoked. For this scheme to work, the
following conditions should be achieved during the process of resource allocation:

1) All the resources to be allocated should belong to the CA itself in order to avoid any unauthorized
resource assignment.

2) The resources that satisfy condition 1) should not be allocated to multiple different nodes in order
to prevent resource reassignment.

The procedure of the proposed CA-Safeguard is illustrated in Figure 18.
Based on the procedure depicted in Figure 18, the resources should be checked before allocation in

the first round: if some resources, which do not belong to this CA, exist in the .csv file (or exist in any
file/database which stores the resources to be assigned. Here we use the .csv file as the example.), the
warning of ”Unauthorized Resources Detected” will be triggered (as shown in Figure 19). Then the CA
should modify the resources to be allocated in the .csv file to avoid an unauthorized resource assign-
ment. After this step, the second round of checking should be executed: if some resources which are
repeatedly allocated to multiple sub-nodes exist in the .csv file, the warning of ”Resources Re-Allocation
Detected” will be triggered (as shown in Figure 20). Then the CA should also modify the resources to be
allocated in the .csv file to avoid resource reassignment. After two rounds of successful checking, the re-
quired resources will be allocated and the related certificates can be produced. In this case, the scenarios
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Figure 18: The proposed pre-processing procedure

Figure 19: Avoiding unauthorized resource assignment based on the pre-processing scheme

Figure 20: Avoiding resource reassignment based on the pre-processing scheme
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(unauthorized resource assignment and resource re-assignment) described in Section IV can be avoided.
Besides, the ”pre-processing” scheme can effectively avoid the hysteresis and confirmation operations in
the post-processing scheme and reduce the recovery latency and cost when the CA malfunctions.

It is worth mentioning that the safeguard scheme we proposed in this paper has taken some essential
and special scenarios in RPKI such as resource transfers [6] and key rollovers [15]) into consideration.
As we know, during the process of resource transfers, new certificates and ROAs for the resources need to
be issued before the old ones are revoked based on the ’make-before-break’ principle [24]. Additionally,
during the process of key rollovers, the same resources are assigned to two different CA instances of
the same CA which is performing key rollover operation. In order to be compatible with these special
scenarios, the proposed safeguard scheme may provide a resource and a CA whitelist to ensure that
only the resources during the process of resource transfers and key rollovers are allowed to be assigned
to the different corresponding CA instances. Furthermore, to prevent accidental misconfigurations and
deliberate attacks, the whitelist must be generated automatically (for example, during the process of
resource transfers). The whitelist could be generated by extracting the IP prefixes, AS numbers and the
corresponding CA instances specified in the Transfer Authorization Object (TAO) [8]).

6 CONCLUSION

RPKI is an important infrastructure that promises to enhance the security of BGP. RPKI uses several
vital functions and introduces a lot of security-related data (CA certificates, ROAs, Manifest, etc.). In
order to guarantee that these functions work smoothly and the entire architecture is scalable enough
for large-scale deployment, we analyzed the security threats of RPKI from different perspectives and
focused on the risks of the CA. Based on the empirical tests conducted on our testbed, we proposed a
CA-Safeguard scheme and using our implementation we demonstrated its efficiency. In the next step, we
will incorporate the CA-Safeguard in the RPKI deployment of CNNIC and at the same time push for its
adoption in the global deployment of RPKI.
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